Proof. For any me N+ and for any pair of consecutive points r, s of Am + X, there exists by P5(n) and by Lemma 2 a pair of consecutive points r', s' of Am (equal to gm(r), gm(s) respectively) such that i\f"-i(r')-fm-i(s')\ ä \fm(r)-fm(s)\ since:
i-\fim-i(r')-fim-i(s')\ = i-\fm-i(gm(r))-fm-x(gm(s) = \A(r)-fm(s)\.
For every ne N and for every x e [0, 1], there exist two consecutive points r, s of An + X such that rSxSs (since ,4" + x is finite and contains 0, 1 by F6(« +1 )), and so it follows that \fn(x)-fn + x(x)\S\fn(r)-fn(s)\S0/3y by F4(zz), F3(zz), and by iterated use of the result established in the preceding sentence. Therefore ||/"-fn + i\\ 3~n. Since (/" | zz e A), (gn\ne N) have symmetric roles, we also have for each n e N W e -v ,, II < 3 ~ "
"c" II Sn ñn + l]| = J Now, (/" | n e A), (gn | n e N) are uniformly convergent sequences, since for every pair n, me N with nSm, we have :
Wfn-fmi á2i/,-/t+1| á+23-'-(2-3-ri; í = n i = n and similarly ||gn -gj| á(2-3""1)"1. From these inequalities, the limits of the two sequences of functions have no common fixed point since ||/2 -limn_00/n|| S 1/6 and ¡|g2 -hmn^co gn\\ S 1/6. Also, the limits commute by Lemma 1.
Notation. If/ is a piecewise linear function defined on /, then let B(f) denote the set of all points in the interior of I at which/has no derivative (i.e. at which Df does not exist).
Lemma 3. Let f be a piecewise linear function defined on I; let g be a function defined on I; let h be a linear function with range I; and let 1 be a nonconstant linear function defined on f(I). Then gh(B(fh)) = g(B(fi)), B(lf) = B(f), and h~1(B(f)) = B(f(h)).
Definition. For any piecewise linear function/ if there exists an s e R+ such that | Df(x)\ =s for each x for which Df(x) exists, then/has a derivative of constant absolute value which we will denote by / has DCAV; also, we will denote s by slope f.
Notation.
If / is an interval with endpoints r, s, then let Frs : / ->• / denote the linear function defined for each x e I by Trs(x) = r+s-x. Now let « e A' and assume the induction hypothesis : Proposition 2 is valid whenever/(a) = è=g(c) and B(f) u B(g) has no more than « elements. Suppose we are given/ g satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2 such that/(a) = z3=g(c) and B(f) u B(g) has « +1 elements. Since B(f) u B(g) is finite and nonempty, let b" denote the smallest element of fi(B(f)) u g(B(g)). Since/and g play symmetric roles, assume without loss of generality that b" ef(B(f)). Let a" denote any point in B(f) such that f(a") = b". B(f) equals the set of points which are local minimum or local maximum points for/except for a, a', because/has DVAC ; also, a" is a local minimum for/since/has a local maximum at the endpoint a' of [a, a']. Now/has local minima at a and a", so/must have a local maximum between a and a", i.e. 
= {a", a1"} yjj'S'(B(k'S')) u Ta..a~j"S"(B(k"S")) ^J f S"(B(k"'S'")) = {a", a"} yjf(B(k')) u Ta..a."j"(B(k")) yjf(B(km)) [by Lemma 3] Therefore, j(B(k))<=B(f). Now, since _/ has DCAV, xe B(j) only if x is either a local maximum or a local minimum of/ Neither d* nor d** is a local maximum or a local minimum of/ so neither is in B(j). So: k(B(j)) = k(B(j'S')) u k(B(Ta"a,j"S")) u k(B(fSm)) = k'S'(B(j'S')) u k"S"(B(Ta.,a,,j"S")) u kmSm(B(fSm)) = k'(B(j')) u k"(B(j")) u zc"(F ( Remark. That the preceding definition is consistent can be checked by direct mechanical methods, or (as suggested by Felix Albrecht) by a Zorn's Lemma argument. The following sketch of a proof that g is uniquely defined above for any j-Lipschitzian g in Cb was suggested by David Boyd.
Proof. Let g be an s-Lipschitzian function in Cb, and let F denote the set of i-Lipschitzian functions from [0, 1 ] to itself which satisfy properties 1, 2, and 5 for g in the Definition. Now define the mapping F from F to F: for any/in F, let T(f)(x) =f(x) whenever 0 ^ x ^ h3 x(l -b) or whenever 1 -b g x S I ;
T(f)(x) = hi -V(h*(x)) whenever h3 \l -b) í x £ «£ " \h2 \0)) ; T(f)(x)=«f-V(h*(x)) whenever «f "x(h2 \0))^x^l-b.
To see that T(f) is in F, observe that T(f) is s-Lipschitzian by a system of inequalities using the facts that «f_1 and «f_1 are linear and l/s-Lipschitzian, «f _1(0) =h$~1(0), h* is s-Lipschitzian, and the fixed points of «* are «3"1(1-b), License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
